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LEADERSHIP AND PBIS TEAM 

MINUTES 

Date: October 20, 2021 

Time: 10:00am 

Facilitator: Natasha Holmes  

In Attendance 

David Ackerman, Gregory Barbaree, Kaley Boyles, Kimberley Brewer, Cynthia Campbell, 

Sheilla Durdley, Michael Heyman, Natasha Holmes  

Approval of Minutes 

Ms. Boyles read minutes from the September meeting.  Minutes were agreed upon.   

Director’s Report (Ackerman) 

Due to results from our recent internal audit, we had to add a name to our current team’s 

name.  We are now the “Leadership and PBIS Team,” serving a dual purpose. We started the 

“PBIS Corner” to our Tuesday “All Staff” meetings.  Mr. Ackerman suggested we could each 

take a day to discuss a snippet of anything related to PBIS.  Previous topics include the SAS 

survey, PBIS matrices, and the positive 4 to 1 ration.  Suggested topics include defining the 

point card, defining, PBIS, implementation of specific skills, and strategies (hurdle help, 

planned ignoring, restructuring, regrouping, and the importance of schedules and routines).  

Ms. Holmes and Ms. Boyles will present on “Proximity Control” on October 26th, Ms. 

Campbell will speak on “Bouncing” on November 2nd, Mr. Heyman will speak on November 

9th, and Mrs. Durdley will present on “Planned Ignoring” on November 16th.  Mr. Ackerman 

shared that we are in the process of receiving the American Rescue Plan which is a grant 

whose purpose is to provide licensed clinical staff to implement evidence-based behavior 

and therapeutic services for GNETS students.  Administration is currently exploring options 

of how to best allocate funds.   

Coach’s Report (Campbell) 

The SAS survey is closing soon.  We have 31 out of 50 surveys completed.  Ms. Campbell 

sent the link out again today (10/20/21) so we may gather a few more responses.  The 

snack cart has been out 3 times and staff seem to really enjoy it.  A Progress party is 

scheduled for October 28, 2021.  We have 8 staff members who are going to help run the 

booths.  The party will start at 1:30pm. Two students have been added to Progress Level 

with a few more scheduled.  One student was unable to get a signature from a teacher and 
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the procedure for this situation was followed.  The teacher would describe why a signature 

was not provided and staff will discuss with the teacher and student their concerns.  The 

student was acceptive of the feedback.  Ms. Campbell attended the PBIS state meeting 

yesterday where a Monroe County high school principal presented.  The principal noticed 

even though PBIS was being implemented and the essential component is supposed to be 

positive behavior, it was still seeming that the negative behavior was getting the most 

attention.  Their PBIS team wanted to ensure that students doing the right thing were 

rewarded or acknowledged.  Ms. Campbell discussed rewarded students for various 

achievements such as random things such as “never been to II” or “consistently earning 

90%” or higher” “no bus referrals.”  There has been a total of 5 ASPIRE students based on 

survey data, while we know that this number should be much higher.  Ms. Boyles will make a 

list of students that have completed ASPIRE and Ms. Campbell will send the ASPIRE link to 

Ms. Boyles.  Ms. Boyles will work to include that link in each meeting’s chat box to 

encourage teachers to complete it.   

Data Review (Barbaree) 

There are a total of 79 referrals for the month of September.  There are a total of 46 

referrals so far in October.  Referrals by problem behavior are defiance, physical aggression, 

and bullying, disruption and inappropriate language tying for third.  Most referrals are taking 

place in the classroom with a consistent time frame from 10:00am-3:00pm at both 

campuses.  A spike around 1:00pm (19 referrals) with the closest time to that around 

9:30am (8 referrals) has been noticed.  Tuesday has the highest volume of referrals 

followed by Wednesday and Thursday.  Monday is rising but after looking more closely, 

students are receiving the referrals Friday afternoon and it carries to Monday or they serve 

the consequence on Monday.  6th grade is earning the highest number of referrals in Middle 

School.  There has been an increase in 9th and 10th graders at the CGCA at Jenkins campus 

so new students at the High School campus may be contributing to this.  Top Five students 

are: T. Brown, K. Adeshina, L. Edwards, S. King, J. Cox.  Number 3 is no longer enrolled so 

this may change.  Number 5 has several referrals that have not yet been entered so he may 

move to a close second.   

Division Reports  

• Auxiliary (Durdley): No concerns.  Kudos from Ms. Roberts who enjoys how PBIS is working 

and enjoys the snack cart.  She states it is motivating  

• High School (Matthews): Not available at this time.  

• Middle School (Heyman): A lot of behavioral challenges this month.  

• Elementary School (Porter): Not available at this time. 

• Parent Group (Capers): Not available at this time.  

Next Meeting 

November 18, 2021 | 10:00am, Microsoft Teams 

 


